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A_BSTRACT 

The face of the globe shows muny areas where orogenic belts wheel in trend 
through large angles, sometimes as much as 180 0 • Such a fOHn could have one of 
two origins. Either the orogenic zon(; had that shape from the beginning, or the 
bend represents an impressed strain (here defined as an orucline). Classieal geology 
has always made the first assumption, explicitly or implicitly, using the concept of 
cratons around which the orogens were moulded. However, logical ~cientific analysis 
demands that we should also examine the consequences of making the second assump
tion. Twenty-five such cases occur on the face of the globe. In e-;m-y casp the major 
structures of the region not only agree with the assumption, but k'53e1' eomp:ressiona] 
and tensional structures fall where they would be prpdicted by the impressed strain 
theory. and quite unexpected solutions of other major tectonic: problems reRulL. 
Six of these oroclines are workod out in detail in this paper. Six ll101-e are presented 
more briefly. When all such oroclines, together with other identifiable strains, are 
reversed, there appears a Laurasia substantially identical with that deduced by 
Du Toit on wholly different grounds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sir James Hall first made the induction that observed contortions in 
strata were actual deformations of heds originally flat, and therewith 
structural geology began. A century and a half has seen much progress, 
but most of it has been towards increasing our understanding of the 
internal anatomy of orogens. Little has been done about the deformation 
of the orogenic belt as a whole. Again, with the outstanding exception 
of Suess and his disciple Argand, the bias of structural nomenclature js 
towards the deformation of the profile cross-section of the orogen, not 
its shape in plan. There are adequate terms for the deformation and 
dislocation of strata in the vertical plane, and even for the further defor
mation in the vertical plane of such folded structures but there is no 
term for deformation of structun$ in plan, and 8tm 1eti8 for the impressed 
bending of the orogenic belt itself, or for its longitudinal stretching. 
Yet in view of the horizontal compression involved in orogenesis, and 
its longitUdinal variation, there must be substantial deformation in plan. 
This is emphasised by a consideration of the relative dimensions of an 
orogen and the physical limitR of its possible deformation. 

The order of the dimensions of a mountain system is 10" krn. or more 
long by 10" km. wide by 10' km. deep. Reduced to a nwdel we might 
think of it as a strip-lamina. Its plan and cross sel:tion are shown to 
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scale in A of Fig. 1. When such an orogen is folded, deformation in the 
vH·tical direction is closely confined by gravity and isostasy. Before 
alld after orogenesis the locus of the centre of gravity of elements of 
tbe strip departs little from a gravitational isopotential surface, and the 
cross-section of the deformation of the orogen is still contained wholly 
within the lens B. It is quite impossible for the orogen to be deformed 
into the form C. The dimensions of length and breadth, on the other 
hand, are not confined or limited. Alpine geologists speak in terms of 
5eO km., even 1200 km., of horizontal translation. Only 400 km. away 
OIl the strike of this compressIon is the eentral plateau of France where 
the Alpine compression is nil or negligible, and 400 km. away normal 
to the strike of the Alps the Apennines disclose strong compresRion in 
a quite different direction, of an amount which has not been closely 
estimated but would surely be of the order of 10' km. These facts 
axe among the mORt eertain data of field geology. 

A B c D E 
FIG. l.--·The relative dimensions of an orogen. 

When such phenomena are closely analysed, it will be found 'that 
their geometry and plan relations ean only mean strong movements in 
different direetions with differential rotation thrlmgh in the 
planview It is impossible to eseape the implication of great change 
of surface shape, bending, shrinking and stretching in the non-limited 
dimensions of length and breadth (that is in plan). This deformation 
might reasonably be far greateT than the change of shape in the end 
section,and there seems no logieal reason why deformation by bending 
in plan to form D of Fig. 1 might not occur or stretching to the 
FormE. 

r. J~ is r~asonable to examine the surface pattern of the globe to see 
whether there are structures which eould be of sueh kind. If this quest 
is suceessful, Vie should follow out the consequences of assuming that 
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they are in fact deformations in plan, of straightening and restoring 
them to their implied former positions. This procedure has yielded 
surprising results. 

Evidence is presented that such structures probably do exist and 
that, if they are herein correctly interpreted, they are in fact the most 
important structures of geotectenics, they provide the key to the under
standing of the evolution of the continents, and integrate all the other 
structurel features of the earth into a coherent pattern. The 
opens a new vista of tectonic understanding quite as important and as 
fundamental as Hall's initial induction. 

DEFINITIONS 

For an orogenic system which has been flexed in plan to a horse-shoe 
or elbow shape, the name orocline is (Greek O(W" mountain, 
KALlJO to bend.) Orocline replaces the term geoflex which has already 
been used for sueh structures in a preliminary note (Carey, 1954A) and 
in lectures given before the Geologieal Society of A ustralia, Geological 
Society of South Africa,' and the Pan Indian Oeean Seienee Congress. 
However, oroeline is more precise, in that it is specifieally the orogen 
which is bent not the associated shields; in addition, geoflex is a hybrId. 

For a mountain system whieh has been torn free from the eontinental 
shield to which it is genetically related, the name diothesL'5 is proposed. 
(Greek, ouJJi'Jcw, to tear away, pluek out. Diothesis, 0 long as in both, and 
aceented.) 

For a d10thesis which has been stretched by signifieant fraetion of 
its length, the name oTotath is proposed. (Greek, opos, mountain; ruBw;;, 

to stretch.) 
Examples interpreted as belonging to each of these categories will 

be given in turn, with evidence supporting such interpretation. It is 
intended that these terms should be reserved for the really major 
structures of the earth's surfaee--of the order of 1000 km. long. It is 
not proposed that they should be applied to structures less than 100 
kilometres long. The term megashear has already been used for trans
eurrent faults of very large displacement. This term will be used herein 
where the displacement exceeds 100 km. Such a fault might be conceived, 
not as part of an orogen, but as a eo-ranking structure which offsets the 
orogen as a whole. 

THE ROTATION OF SPAIN 

The 
The Pyrenees form a belt of intense compression folding and over-

which is widest and strongest at the eastern end the 
and diminishes in width and intensitv to the 

head of the of Biscay, where the main movements die out. Subordinate 
folds continue the trend along the north eoast of Spain as far as Oviedo. 
The pattel'n of the late Mesozoic and Tertiary folding is shown in Fig. 2 
in which the intensely compressed zones are hatched and cross-hatched; 
in the more moderateJy folded areas the principal anticlinal trends are 
shown in full lines and synclinal trends in broken lines. 
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FIG. 2.·--The Pyrenean compression. 

N ow a section dravm across the Pyrenean compressed belt along the 
line AB in Fig. 2 would show intense compression and shortening, If 
we consider only relative movement we may regard one side A. as fixed. 
Then the section indicates that before the folding the point B 
must have betm at some point such as C on AB produced. A parallel 
seetion at DE' \vould also show folding and shortening, but less in amount 
than at AB. Considering the relative movement of D anclE" EJ must 
originally have occupied some point suth as F on DEJ produced, EJF being 
less than. BC since the shortening is less. Finally, a third parallel 
section through 0 or a little west of it will show no folding, hence, no 
shortening, that is, the point 0 will not have been moved by the folding. 
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FIG. 3.---Tensional structures in the Pyrenean region. 

The pattern of the Pyrenean compression therefore implies that the 
line OEB was rotated about a relative to the line aDA, from some 
position such as OFC. The precise position could theoretically be re
established by a careful determination of the amount of shortening 
represented in the Pyrenees. 

Such a compression of a sector shortening through the angle 
BOC can only mean that within the circular area described by rotating 
OB about 0 there must be a complementary tensional area which has 
been stretched through a sector equal to BOC. If we go hack round 
the arc looking for such a tensional area we come to the Bay of Biscay. 
The Bay of Biscay (as determined the 200 metre isobath whence 
there is a steep slope to the floor) has a triangular shape opposed apex 
to apex to the Pyrenean compression. The floor of this area lies between 
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PIG. 4.----Matching of struetul'es across the Biseay Rift. 

:3 and 5 km. below the platforms of France and Spain. This approximates 
the normal difference in level between continents and ocean floors of the 
Atlantic and Indian type. The Bay of Biscay should therefore be regarded 
as normal ocean floor. It could not be foundered continent, for to depress 
continental material to sueh a level would involve very large negative 
gravity anomalies across this area. * Further eontlrmation is given by 
submarine" seismic" carried out by Bullard and Gaskell (1941) 
and Hill and Laug'hton (1954) whieh show that the steep continental 
slope running from south-west of Ireland to the head of the Bay of 
Biscay marks the boundary between typieal continental and oceanic 
profiles with the Mohorovicie discontinuity rising from depths of :~O to 40 
km. to very shallow depths. 

"The only escape from this eoncluEion is the suggestion by Lees (1954, p. 402) 
that the Mohorovicic discontinuity is a pal'amorphic phase change, which, however, 
is incompatible with the very different depths of the discontinuity under continents 
and oceans respectively. 
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If the Pyrenean compression is smoothed out by rotation of OB 
about 0 away from O.A the movement would (qualitatively) close the 
Bay of Biscay by bringing the Spanish continental shelf into contact 
with the shelf off Brittany. The simplest interpretation of the morphology 
of this region is therefore to regard the Bay of as the tensional 
rift demanded by the geometry of the Pyrenean compression, since there 
is no other feature in the region whieh has the required characteristics, 
and the magnitude of the tension called for is certainly great enough to 
have permanent physiographic expression. It seems therefore reasonable 
to conclude that the Spanish Peninsula was rotated through some 8[i' 
during the Pyrenean folding. 

This should be capable of being checked geologically by studying second 
order strains. It would be surprising if a rotary compression of the 
magnitude indicated by the Pyrenees should occur without other evidence 
of rotary compression with the same general origin: likewise we might 
expect a rift on the scale of the Bay of Biscay to be accompanied by 
subsidiary tensional fractures parallel to the primary rift and with the 
same sense of movement. Such confirmatory strains are in fact present, 
and indeed, apart from the Pyrenees and the Biscay gulf, they are the 
dominating morphological features of the region. 

Subsidiary Rotary Compression 
It has already been mentioned that there are a number of folds in 

north-eastern Spain which appear to be related to the Pyrenean compres
sion. These folds, the trends of which are shown on Fig. 2, have quite 
large dimensions, but represent much less intensity of compression than 
the Pyrenees. Their pattern also implies a rotation of the Iberian 
Peninsula in the same sense as the main Pyrenean compression and the 
Biscay rift. For, if we assume as a first approximation that each of 
the folds shown represents the same amount of shortening, then there 
is five times as much shortening between P and Q as there is between 
X and Y. This means that the line PX has been rotated towards the 
line QY during the folding. This also demands a complementary tensional 
sector. Hence, we may conclude that the tensional rift represellt€d by 
the Bay of Biscay is the complement not only of the intense Pyrenean 
compression but also of this Ebro bundle of folds, the compression of the 
former being apparently appreciably greater than that of the latter. 

The centre of the rotation implied by the Ebro folds seems offset 
somewhat to the west of the Pyrenean and Biscay centre. This should 
not be surprising, for it would require a very special distribution of 
forces to produce pure rotation of a non-pivoted tabular body. Rotation 
accompanied by some translation in the same sense is a much more 
probable type of movement. This seems to have occurred in the case 
of Spain. 

The angle of the compressed sectors on Fig. 2 is not a measure of 
the angle through which rotation has taken place. These angles merely 
limit the distribution of compression effects, which theoretically could 
be distributed through the whole of the sector complementary to the 
tension sector, or be confined to one or more weak zones. The angle of 
compression could only be determined by measuring the whole shortening 
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along an arc both for the Pyrenees and the smaller folds of the Ebro 
group and dividing the measured shortenings by the radical distances 
hom the centre of the sector. These angles should add up approximately 
to the rift angle of the Bay of Biscay. Theoretically this offers a 
method of testing the hypothesis, but it would be tedious to carry out, 
and the limits for subjective interpretations in determining the amount 
of shortening in the Pyrenees are probably great enough to make the 
check only qualitative. Nevertheless, it would be useful to make the 
attempt. 

Second Order Tension 
A conspicuous feature of the geological map of France is the group 

of tension faults which trend south-easterly from Brittany almost to the 
mouth of the Rhone. This group of faults, shown on Fig. ,3, was active 
during the Upper Mesozoic and Tertiary and was responsible for the 
development of the Aquitainian basin. It may also govern the present 
coastline from the mouth of the Garonne to the tip of Brittany. The 
outcropping faults of the system are distributed through a belt 100 
kilometres wide and 700 kilometres long. Towards the south-west they 
become submerged under the younger sediments of the Garonne valley. 
It is not impossible that may be present all the way to the Biscay 
mft. This fault system is a major tectonic feature of the region, 

FIG. submarine seismic 
and Bay of 

to 19 show the 
HilI and 

circles 1 to 8 those BuHard and 
crosses .1 to 7 those by Hill 

Contours- (in knls. below sea level) 
the Channel Trough of Mesozoic sediments. 
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and since it parallels the postulated Biscay Rift the reality of tensional 
clmciitions with this trend at the required time is unequivocally established, 

flilatching of Structures Across the Bisc({]j gift 
As a further geological check of the alleged rotation a comparison 

should be made of the structure and facies of the rocks on opposite 
sides of the Bay of Biscay, which would have been in close proximity 
prior to the movement, Attention may be drawn to the salient features 
which show up on the International Geological Map of Europe (1 : H 
million). A tightly comprt"ssed bundle of Hercynian folds strikes north
westwards through Brittany, curving towards the west (Fig. 4). A 
similar tight knot of folds strikes south-south-east in north-westf~rn 
Spain, curving to south-eastwards through Spain and Portugal. Under 
tlle present configuration of the lands, these fold bundles are both chopped 
off and strike into featureless ocean which, as we have seen, cannot 
reasonably be regarded as eonsisting of such ~olltil1ental material. Under 
the reconstruction shown on Fig. 4 these fold bundles are the eontinuation 
of each other. The reversal of the rotation of Spain set;; them end to 
end. The curvature of each bundle is in the same sense, and together 
they form a smooth continuous arc. Each segment has a core consisting 
of crystalline metamorphie rocks intensely injected by granites which 
also intrude an overlying sequence of strongly folded Cambrian, Silurian 
and Devonian strata. 

'rhis Ibero-Bretagne massif is cut off on the west by the Lisbon 
scarp, where crystalline and Palaeozoic rocks of the Meseta drop down 
to the coastal plain of Portugal. This searp, or flexure, which seems 
very similar morphologically to the Darling Scarp of Western Australia, 
runs obliquely out to sea and strikes towards the rift gap of the Bay of 
Biscay. A similar sharp drop from the metamorphics of Brittany to a 
trough of Mesozoic sediments under the English Channel, has recently 
been proved by the submarine seismic investigations (see Figures 6, 7 
and 8). The closing of the Biscay rift gap as shown on Fig. 4 places 
the Lisbon scarp end to end with the structural downthrow from 
Brittany to the Channel Trough, and thus gives further confirmation 
to the proposed reconstruction. * 

Fig" 4 also shows the pattern of the Liassic transgression, whieh 
is representative of the broad basins of shallow epicontinental sedimenta
tion that occurred behind the Alpine-Betic fold belt during the Mesozoic 
Era. The Liassic is chosen in order to confine the palaeogeographic map 
to a reasonably short time range. A comparable picture is given by 
other Mesozoic epochs. The Liassic boundary as reconstructed after 
closing the Bay of Biscay shows an eastward bulge in Brittany and west
ward bulge towards Oviedo, which fall in just the places expected from 
the relations of the sediments themselves. For in Brittany, where the 
Liassic sea transgressed the Palaeozoic folds, each series of the Mesozoic 
is overlapped in turn by the succeeding series, indicating a palaeo
geographic promontory eastwards there, whereas in Oviedo the complete 

* Professor King's paper (King, 1954) which has reached me while' this manuscript 
was in press, adds much more detailed information I'c'garding' the post-Palaeozoic 
history of the Engli~h Channel. However the f'ssential features here cited remain 
unaltered. Compare for example fig. 5 herewith with King's figs. 5 and 6. 
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T.HE BALUCHISTAN OROCLINE 

The Cretaceo-Tertiary of Persia has a EOuth-east trend 
fo}' 2000 km. from Asia Minor to the HOl'muz Straits. Within the next 

FIRST ORDER STRUCTURES OF 
-~~--~--------

INDIAN REGION 

R.S.-19 FIGURE 9. 
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1000 km, the strike wheeli:l through 120" to an almost northedy 
into Kashmir (Fig, 9). Here there is another wheel round the Punjab 
into the Himalaya. Let us consider first the bend in Baluchistan. There 
are two possible interpretations of such a structure. Either the mountain 
system developed in this shape from the beginning, or the 120C 
is a superimpoi:led strain due to the bending of an orogen in 

has made the first 
of 

orogens were 
that we should also 

region. 

theoretical 
,vhich the 

demands 
the second 
of such em 

fIrst the Arabian sea, between the eo:n~ 
of India and Arabia. of this area--

apically opposed to the Baluchistan orocline-recall relation of the 
Bay of Biscay to the Pyrenees'? Straighten the suggested Baluchistan 
orocline and the Arabian Sea is closed (Figs. :J, 10 and 12). This pattern 
of oTocline and apically opposed triangular rift will be found to repeat 
itself with impressive regularity on the face of the globe. The coa.::;ts 
of this gap are fault coasts, generally oblique to the trends of structures 
and stratigraphy. Yet the floor of this sea is eertainly not foundered 
continent. The observations indicate that although there is a 

IVloreover~ \vhcI',e seisTI1Ic 
as foundered 

in the northern Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea 
which would not be the case 

4 km. For the 
4 km. 

4 km. of from 
of three thousand million 
thi~l would result in a 

vvhieh \vouJd show up in 
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found that the IVrohm'ovicic 
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Next consider the Tibetan Plateau, a 
:::-;hO'/lH hatc.h,pd on 

width of some 1000 km. on 
70th meridan. 
tJ1e renee8~ that 
we to aSSl1m:~ that the 

the 

of the vvidth 
rotation aboatY 

\vas much 

The southern front of this Tibetan is known be 

ar{~ 

the 

the sfJllth side north sid(", 'I'he Siwalik" 
of the foothill ShOVl n~ much as the Swis:-3 

and the Himalava has not received the intense 
which has reveaJed compre~sion of the Alps, preliminary 
suggest that at least the same order of shortening has occurred···-

certainly of the order of hundreds of kilometres. Straighten the 
Baluchistan orocline and the Himalayan thrusting is also put back. 
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The Tibetan plateau stands about four km. above the level of the 
Indian peninsula and other continental regions generally. The latter, 
in turn, stand about four km. above the general level of the Arabian 
Sea and the ocean floors. It has often been pointed out that this implies 
that the Tibetan plateau is underlain by twice the normal thickness of 
continental material. For, if one floating tabular iceberg has twice the 
freeboard of another floating tubular iceberg, the first is twice as thick 
as the second, irrespective of the densities of ice and water. Likewise, 
a continental mass such as the Tibetan plateau, must be twice as thick 
as another continental mass such as the Indian peninsula which has 
only half the freeboard above the ocean floor. Restore the Baluchistan 
orocline, and the problem of the double continent is automatically 
solved, for the Indian mass is removed from beneath the Tibetan mass. 
The width of the double thickness area is a direct measure of the com
pression. If the volumes of material involved are considered, this will 
be seen to be true irrespective of whether one continent is pushed below 
the other, or the two continents are crumpled face to face until the 
thickness is doubled (Fig. 11). The tapering of the high plateau shown 
on Fig. 10 does then imply rotation, for the amount of compression 
involved in the Himalaya would be of the order of 1000 km. at the 
eastern and only two hundred km. in the west. 

Associated Tension 
When the Baluchistan orocline is reversed the Indian peninsula 

is restored to a position such as that of Fig. 12. In the restored position 
the postulated Arabian Sea rift becomes an integral part of the greatest 
rift system of the globe. The tensional genesis of the African rift 
valley system has been hotly debated for several decades but there is no 
doubt concerning the normal fault margins of the Arabian block. Further, 
it was pointed out by the writer at the Pan Indian Ocean Science Congress 
at Bangalore in 1951 that the fault troughs which let down the Gondwana 
rocks into the shield of peninsular India have a radial pattern consistent 
with tensional strains aSBociated with the postulated Baluchistan orocline 
(Fig. 12). Ahmad (1952), following Gee, has argued that these fault 
troughs are largely Upper Mesozoic in age. 

Associated Transcurrent Displacement 
It was pointed out in the discussion of the rotation of Spain that 

pure rotation of tectonic blocks is physically improbable, and that rotation 
would usually be accompanied by transcurrent displacement in the same 
sense as the rotation. This is in fact indicated by the offsetting of 
apparent centres of rotation X and Y (Fig. 10). Transcurrent displace
ment of India in the direction XY is also implied by the tensional opening 
of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and by the double knee action of 
the Baluchistan and Punjab oroclines, which developed pari passu, and 
are straightened simultaneously when the Baluchistan orocline is restored 
(Fig. 12). 
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1~he broad of the coasts thus brouglli: IS s11nl1ar. 
Extreme caution is necessary, however, in drawing conclusions 
concerning the former of continents by sueh evidence alone. 
The writer has found separate case:,; for matching 
pairs of ,"vith similarities and even 

but were mutually exclusive. If one 
sueh ease is wrong, other similar eases become 
is particularly correhttion of areal distributions as 
linear features sueh as orogens and facies changes. 

This 
from 

In the Indo-Arabian ease the Deccan peninsula, the Arabian bloek, 
and Somaliland are all old stable Pre-Calnbrian shields with overlying 
basins of ,} urassic and Cretaceous rocks. Towards the north these shields 
slope gently under increasing thicknesses of Te,·tiary and Mesozoic strata 
which overlie marine Palaeozoic sediments of shallow shelf facies. There 
are no structures striking transverse to the coasts which are not reasonably 

GEOTECTONIC DIAGRAM OF. 

INDIAN .REGION 

ARABIA 

.~ ____ L-________ , __________ . ________________ . 

FIGURE 10. 
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matehed on the eoast set in h. It is reasonable to condude 
that whereas the geology opposed coasts may not, on available 
evidence, prove their former juxtaposition in the manner from 
the study of the fln:t order strains, the geology as known is quite con
sistent with this interpretation, and forms a coherent palaeogeographical 
picture. This has been studied in some detail Ahmad (1952). 

r 
r 

Fw. 12.--'I'he Baluchistan Oroclinn restored. 
rNOTE: T"cr "RIft Valley" (Jl1 Indla, ".Rift 
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The Case the Baluchistan Orocline 
To sum up, the induction that the 

120' in Baluchistan is an 
the first order structures of the region and is 
smaller structures. Reverse the Baluchistan orocline and the 

also the Indian P.eninsula comes out from. 
triangular rift of the Arabian Sea is 

fault block solved. Whether the 
new orocline be right or wrong, it must be conceded that it 
integrates in one act all the great geomorphologieal features of this region. 

THE ALASKAN OROCLINE 

When the Rocky rvrountains are followed northwards through Canada 
into Alaska, the fold trend" wheel through about 75° (Fig. 13). A good 
deal of this bending however is very local and is recovered in comple
mentary inflections, but viewed regionally there is a deflection in the 
trends of about 3OC'. As in the other cases already discussed, there is a 
triangular tension rift sector (the Arctic Ocean basin) apically opposed 
to the centre of the wheel in strike. This wheel in trends then has the 

FIG. i3.-The Alaskan Orocline. 
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FRACTURE PATTERN OF NORTH ATLANTIC 
(BEFORE PAPTlNC) 

NORTH 
A MeR I (,'/j 

A5!A 

PIG. 14.-Diagram illustrating fracture pattern of Alaskan Orocline. 
C. Caspian---White Sea depression. L. Lisbon Fault valley. 
F. Frans Joseph Land. R. Rhine Rift valley. 
G. Greenland. S. Spitzbergen. 
K. Khatanga Rift. Z. N ovaya Zemlya Oroclines. 
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morphology of an orocline and to be consistent we should follow out 
our induction and examine the consequences of assuming this bend to 
be an impressed strain. According to the agreed assumption of this 
investigation the orocline should be straightened and the rift sector closed. 
This ad closes not only the Arctic basin but also the North Atlantic 
Ocean, for the gap between Newfoundland and Ireland also subtends 28° 
at the centre of the or'oeline (EGO, GPO, Fig. 13). 'The pattern is made 
dear by comparing the map in Fig. 18 and the diagram, Fig. 14. Three 
zones complementary to the Alaskan orocline may be distinguished in 
the tensional rift. The inner zone, HOB, is a simple tension rift sector 
of about 28° opening, quite similar to the Bay of Biscay and the Arabian 
Sea. The outer zone is the sector annulus CEFG where there is again 
simple rift tension, which again subtends an angle of about 28° at the 
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Here there is a further 
a trend which continues thence for 

elbow to the 
15 shows 

the c;tructure of this region as traced from the one to five million 
of the U .S.S.R. prepared for the International Geological 

These inflections fall within the morphological 
the dimensions of structures to be tested as oroeiines. 

as it would be if the two elbow bends 
The mere of t;ourse, 

But the N ovaya Zemlya now reveals the 
Upper Palaeozoic folds of the Byrranga Mountains 

Peninsula as the direct continuation of the Urals. The resulting 
Urals would sweep in a simple bow from the Aral Sea to the 
Sea, a distance double their present length. 

This raises the question of what underlies the Kara Sea. According 
to the orocline interpretation the Kara Sea should be a simatic basin, 
the tension rift due to the double orocline and morphologically similar 
to the Bay of Biscay and Arabian Sea, though modified in shape owing 
to the second orocline. However, U mbgrove (1947, plate 5) has postulated 
a Kala Massif of crystalline rocks, now foundered, to account for the 
rim ranges of the Pai KIlOi, Novaya Zemlya, and the Taimyr Peninsula 
(Fig. 17). But there is no real evidence for a Kara massif, and his rim 
ranges are in part contrary to fact. For the arc of Caledonian and 
Hercynian folds shown by Umbgrove to swing from the Byrranga moun
tains northwards and north-westwards into the islands of Severnaya 
Zemlya is not in agreement with the geological map. Umbgrove seems 
to follow Leuchs, whose reconstruction is in agreement with old topo
graphic 'maps (Bartholomew 1931, p. 58); but this topography is revised 
in later maps (Bartholomew 1950, p. 63). Moreover, the trends given 
by Umbgrove cut across the trends on the U.S.S.R. 1: 5,000,000 
geological map. The old crystalline rocks, shown by Umbgrove along 
the Kharitona Lapteva coast only as far as Taimyr Bay, in fact continue 
eastward without change of trend to Cape Pyretra, and the Hercynian 
folds south of these crystalline rocks, also continue eastwards without 
break to the Laptev Sea. (Compare Figs. 15 and 17.) 

Although the Kara Sea is for the most part very shallow, it is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that it consists largely of a thick delta 
of Tertiary and Recent sediments. This would also apply to the greater 
part of the Yamal Peninsula. The only outcrops in this area are marine 
Quarternary sediments; moreover, this area is the only outlet for the 
Ob-Irtysh and Yensei river systems which together drain all the country 
betw("en the Urals, the Altai, and Lake Baikal, an area approximately 
twice as large as the Mississippi catchment. It would indeed be surpris
ing if there is not an accumulation of sediments in the Kara Sea at 
least equal to that about the mouth of the Mississippi. 

The assumption that the Kara Sea basin then consists of young 
sediments resting on deep ocean bottom is in agreement with ibhe 
morphology of the region, and all available geological data. The inter
pretation of the Pai Khoi-Novaya Zemlya inflections as a double orocline 
is therefore consistent with everything that is known about this region, 
and greatly simplifies the tectonic picture. The complementary relation 
of the Pai Khoi and Novaya Zemlya oroclines repeats the relation of 
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FIG. 18.----Tension structures associated with the KaTa 1?ift. 

the Baluchistan and Punjab oroclines. Each pair has produced a crank
like pattern and the two must be restored par·i passu. 

As in the previous examples diseussed, there is ample evidence of 
second order tension with the same direction as the alleged Kara rift 
(Fig. 18). The Khatanga depression is a fault trough let down into 
old shield rocks of the Siberian platform thereby separating off the 
Taimyr Peninsula. Parallel faults are shown on the one to :five million 
geological map along the south side of Taimyr bloek. The K!hatanga 
depression is largely oecupied by marine Quaternary sediments, but 
the faulting seems to have been active since the Mesozoic. The Kara 
rift is collinear with the northern edge of the continental shelf of 
eastern Siberia (compare Figs. 14 and ]8), and the southern side of 
the Khatanga depression is collinear with the general trend of the 
North Siberian coast. This would seem to be a fault coast because old 
fold belts strike directly into it. 

If these interpretations are eorrect the Kara Sea is a tensional rift 
behind the Novaya Zemlya diothesis, and is part of the distributed 
tension zone associated with the Alaskan orocline. This raises the 
question of the age of the double orocline in the Novaya Zemlya belt. 
The Alaskan orocline is presumably Mesozoie and early Tertiary; the 
Urals are Late Variscan, and so presumably are the Novaya Zemlya 
folds. But, according to the above interpretation, the flexing at least 
of the N ovaya Zemlya trends would scarcely be older than early Mesozoic. 
However, another possibility is that the Alaskan orocline has been 
moving since the Palaeozoic.: (see the discussion below of the ~relation 
of the Alaskan transcurrent movement and the GJen Fault of Scotland). 
For comparison, the San Andreas fault of California has been moving 
consistently since the J urassie (Hill and Dibblee 1952) and any earlier 
movement is not recognisable owing to lack of reference points, 

SU1nmary of PrimaYy Tens'£on C01nplementa1~Y to the Alaskan Orocline 
Reverting to Figs. 13 and 14 it is now clear that the simple 30° 

tension rift sector of the Arctic basin and the North Atlantie Ocean, 
together with distributed tensional rifts of Baffin Bay, and the Green
land, Barents and Kara seas, are geometrically complementary to and 
radial from the Alaskan orocline and constitute the primary tension 
iemanded by the geometry of that great bend. 

It is not surprising that a rift as large as that whieh formed the 
Aretic and North Atlantic oceans should not be a single simple fracture. 
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'['he distribution of tension is unlikely to have been uniform over 
n area. 1\101'8 important was the laek of uniformity of 

tbe continental materiaL For fractures seem to have followed 
the weak zones of earlier Palaeozoic these did not run 

In the line of maximum fractures resulted 

S ewncl Orde1" Ten.crion Assodated with Alas/can Orocline 
In the cases of the 

clear cut 
enbtl block. The same is true 
echelon splinter of the main rift indicates thai ten--
SiOll fractures tend to merge with the fractures. 

Thus, the rift valley may be regarded as the 
of subsidiary tension on the larger block (compare Figs. 13 and 14). 
The Lisbon fault (Figs. 8, 11 and 12) is clearly of this type. The Rhine 
Graben (Figs. 11 and 12) is also radial from the Alaskan orocline and 
integrates perfectly with this great tension system. Many writers 
have referred to the East Hussian depression between the WhitE:; and 
Caspian Seas as a belt of stretching of the continent. This has the 
position and character of a radial tension sag assoeiated with the 
Alaskan orocline and the opening of the North Atlantic ocean. There 
can be no doubt then that there were in fact tensional conditions both 
major and minor on the trends and at the time required the orodine 
intt;rpretation of the Alaskan bend. 

TT([nSeu/rrentA880d(~ted with the Al,nskan Oroeli'ne 
The Pyrenean and Baluchistan oroclines were found to be associated 

with transcurrent movement in the same sense as the rotation. Similar 
evidence is present in the case of the Alaskan orocline. I shall discuss 
elsewhere the whole question of this and other megashears. It will then 
be shown that this megashear follows the south-eastern side of the 
Greenland block, and the northern edge of the Barents-Kara shelf from 
Spitsbergen to the Tamyr Peninsula, then continues across east Siberia 
to the F08,snma.gnn of Honshu thence on to the lVlariannas (see Fig. 13). 
This will be found to be the principal line of slippage bet-ween the Asian 
and North American masses. Meanwhile I wish to confine the present 
discussion to the orocline concept, and to ncosist the temptation to dwell 
on the cognate structures. Suffice it to out that the relative dis
placement of the American block has the same sense with to Asi.a 
as its rotation about the Alaskan is 

Parallel to this then~ are other 
transcurrent from the PHi Khoi~ 

of thE' 
Intense transcurrent 
has been establiEhed 
Leedal and Walker, 

. to have been moved 65 miles and the 
Barnsmore faults have throws of two or three miles. It it, 

that the trend and sense of movement of these 
2,gree with the keJand 
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Restol'ath)n the Alaskan Orocline 
In order to reV8r[,C the strains implied 

IS necessal'y to carry out the 
(i) 

the associated 
Close the 
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it 

km. 

The result is shown in Thus, the reversal of the visible 
strains of the earth's crust Du Toit's Laurasia without Schu-
chert's North-Atlantic: misfit and without W'egener's dilemna of widening 
the Bering Strait as he moved America towards Europe. The palaeo
geographic arguments used by Du Toit to build his Laurasia have not 
been used in the present synthesis. The palaeogeographie and tectonic 
analyses stand therefore as independent corroborative teRti monies. 

By comparing figures 13 and 19, it will be found that each block 
is assumed to extend out to the 2000 m. isobath. The boundary rifts 
and megashears follow this line closely. Statistical grounds for adopting 
the 2000 m. isobath as arbitrary boundary of continental blocks are given 
elsewhere (Carey 1955), 

The shape of the deep sea basin between Newfoundland Banks and 
Greenland (Fig. 13) suggests that the Greenland block may originally 
have fitted against the Labrador shelf with Cape Farewell against the 
northern re-entrant of the Banks east of St. John. However, this would 
in turn imply the existence of a megashear along the north coast of 
Baffin Island and along Lancaster Sound, Barrow Strait and McClure 
Strait. Whereas this might be so, there is no published evidence of 
it, so this first draft of the restoration of the Alaskan orocline omits 
it. But it should be borne in mind that even if the Alaskan orocline 
is valid, more data are necessary before all details of its associated 
fractures and displacements could be finally reconstructed. 

Case tOT the Alaskctn Orocline 
The case for the reality of the Alaskan orocline may be summarised 

as follows:-
(1) There is a maj or change of direction of the trends of the 

marginal orogenic zone of North America. This bowed form must either 
have developed as such from the beginning or be an impressed strain. 

(2) The Arctic basin is a triangular gap in the continental material; 
this gap is apical to the centre of the bend in the orogen. The gap is 
geometrically where it would be if the wheel is in fact an impressed 
strain. The angle of the gap agrees with the angle of change of trend. 

(8) There exists dear evidence of tension on a continental scale, 
the tensional fractures being approximately radial to the centre of the 
alleged orocline. The tension is geometrically where it should be if the 
wheel in trends is in fact an impressed strain .. 

(4) There is evidence of transcurrent movement on a continental 
seale, of a kind which would probably be present if the alleged orocline 
is in fact an impressed strain. 
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(5) The palaeogeography of the parts a coherent whole 
under this interpretation. There is nothing the palaeogeography 011 

the negative side to contradict the configuration \vhich results from the 
as,mnlption that the wheel in trends is in fact an orocline--on the contrar:).' 
the integrated palaeogeography gives this ~olution very strong support. 

of the orocline alternative and the restoration 
result in and unexpected integra~ 

such as the Rhine Lisbon FaulL 
cleD"'e~"l'on the iYlfl' ectl-o- -n - of' . ... -"..I 1. ./~)J t ' , > ~-'- _ oJ v ~l:'). 

-- BALTIC SHIELD 

FIG_ 19.--The Alaskan Orocline restored. 
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SIX EUROPEAN OROCLINES 

Exeluding the Pyrenees and Ebro folds already discussed, the 
of the fold systems of Alpine age is shown in Fig. 20. This 
immediately discloses six great loops in the fold trends; the 

Carpathian, and Transylvanian each of 
the fold trends of about 180 0 , and Hellenic 
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FIG. 20.-0rogenic pa~t8rn of Europe. 
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allglos to the Alpine trend). It is difricult or impossible to offer any 
coherent stress system at all, still more so to rolate such a confused tangle 
to any global tectonic pattern. Yet these foldings were clearly part of 
a revolution which expressed itself in every quartor of the globe. 

Once the oroclines are straightened, however, the strain pattern 
becomes extremely simple---two marginal orogenic belts facing oach 
other across the Tethys. Observe (Fig. 21) how the great Tethys emerges 
ullsought from the orocline restoration! The Tethys was the iirst world
scale pa]aeogeographic conception ever to be recognised by goologists. 
What a complicated business it is to reconstruct it from tho tanglo of 
tronds an<:i cross-tronds all the way from Spain to Burma! Yet, if one 
makes the single induction that the visible bends in the great orogenic 
belts are impressed strains, undo them, and there is the Tethy's, simple 
and entire! It seems that wherever an orocline is restored an unexpected 
and unsought solution to a problem of greater seale is granted. 

F(wies Distribution 1:n Alpine Belt 
Let us review first the palaeogeography of the Alpine geosyncline 

in the Western Mediterranean where the orocline concept implies that 
it has been intensely disrupted by large scale diotheses. In the type 
area the Alpine orogen has been divided into distinctive zones from 
north-west to south-east:-

(n) The Hercynian shelf, the stable mass against which the 
Alps are folded. 

(b) The Molasse zone-the lowland of the Swiss plain which 
consists of a trough of Neogene sediments. 

(c) The Helvetic zone-a synclinorial belt of fold and thrust 
mountains made up from the intense compression of 
marine shelf deposits on the northern side of the main 
geosyncline. 

(d) The Horst zono-an anticlinoriaI helt exposing horsts of 
the pre-Mesozoic basement, which are thrust across the 
Helvetic zone. 

(e) The Pennine zone--fold and thrust mountains made up 
from the shortoning of the sediments of geosynclinal 
facies. 

(f) The Dinaric zones, which in the eastern Alps are thrust 
across the top of the horst and Pennine zones. 

As the fold belts are approached from the north-west the Molasse 
zone, which is marked by wavy broken lines on Fig. 20, is the first con
tinuous structure with an Alpine trend. From the Swiss pJain it extends 
eastwards along the Upper Danube valley to Vienna, and thence round 
the Carpathian arc where its northern margin becomes less clearly 
defined. South-westvvards from Geneva this lowland eontinues down 
the lower Rhone Valley to the sea. It is again dearly recognisable as 
the Guadalquivir trough from Valencia to Seville. 

North-westwards from this boundary trough emerge the PaJaeozoic 
platforms of Western Europe-the Spanish Meseta, the central massif 
of France, Ardennes, Vosges, Black Forest, and the Harz and Bohemian 
Mountains---the whole showing a swell and basin pattern, The structures 
in these massifs are characteristieally to the Alpine trend and 
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they successively strike into it. In some plaees loeal elementH with Alpine 
trend appear on the northern margin of the Molasse trough, such as, 
for example, the Jura Mountains, though even here a branch of the 
Neogene lowland nms up the Saone valley behind the Jura. 

The Helvetic zone hatched on Fig. 20 is clearly defined in the Western 
AlpH, and continues to the sea near Toulon and Marseilles. Rocks of this 
facies without basement horsts also occur in the north-west corner of 
Sardinia, and in the north-eastern belt of the Betic Cordillera of Spain, 
whence they continue across the Straits of Gibraltar around the Riff arc. 
In the Balearic Islands, the north-eastern belt of Majorca and lbiza may 
well belong here. 

The anticlinorial zone of basement horsts is shown in solid black 
in Fig. 20. The black zone is the strip in which they occur, for they are 
not continuous. In the Alps the horsts are represented in the Aar, 
St. Gotthard, Aiguilles Rouge, Mont Blanc, and Grenoble massifs, the 
core of the Maritime Alps, and the Maures massif between Cannes and 
Toulon. Corsica and Sardinia are largely made up of granite and 
Palaeozoic rocks whose tectonic characters fit in with this zone. So in 
part do the Balearic islands, especially Minorca, which exposes inliers 
of Carboniferous rocks. The Spanish Coastal belt between Gibraltar 
and Cartagena including the Sierra Nevada is largely composed of 
basement rocks, mainly Pre-Cambrian crystallines of the Estrado Series, 
Silurian strata, and granites. However, much of this is allochthonous, 
and represents the cores of nappe sheets of the Pennine zone. The belts 
are much more complex in detail than is suggested by Fig. 20, but the 
regional distribution pattern which is significant to the present discus
i3ion is not affected by this complexity. This belt of pre-Triassic rocks 
continues across the Straits of Gibraltar round the coastal front of the 
Riff loop as far as the Bay of Alhucemas. 

The Pennine zone of the Alps, shown cross-hatched in Fig. 20, with 
its lustrous schist facies and ophiolites, continues without interruption 
round the Ligurian loop past Genoa, Spezia and Leghorn into Tuscany. 
The north-eastern corner of Corsica, and much of the Betic Cordillera 
of Spain also belongs to this facies. 

The Dinaric zone, shown in stipple in Fig. 20, is entirely alloch
thonous in the Alps proper. Its roots are in a tightly squeezed zone 
which extends eastwards from near Turin and the Lombardy foothills. 
It lies like a crumpled blanket over the eastern Alps with outlying 
remnants on the western Alps; the Dent Blanche nappe and the Pre
Alps on the shores of Lake Geneva may belong here. The Pennine zone 
shows through this sheet in the Engadine, High Tauern, and possibly 
the Semmering windows. The eastern boundary of the allochthonous 
Dinaric; sheet has not been clearly identified. 

Thus far I have Rummarized the distribution of the facies elements 
of the Alpine geosyncline as they exist to-day. As such, they make 
a hopelessly chaotic pieturc--palaeogeographically and diastrophically. 
If any fadeR 1R followed there are offsets, trend changes and wide gaps 
o:oenpied deep sea, which could scarcely he regarded as containing 
the same These gaps have mild pORitive gravity anomalies, not 
strong negative one:; as they would have if they were foundered segments. 
Gnce the orocline:; are reRtored, the Alpine ge03yncline from the Carpa-
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thians to the Riff becomes a normal geosyncline with its foreland, foreland 
depression, miogeosynclinal belt with calcareous facies, geanticlinal ridge 
Df basement inliers, and deep eugeosynclinal trough with greywacke 
facies, ophiolites, younger granites, and absence of limestones. The 
north-west corner of Sardinia has close facies resemblance to the north
east corner of Spain against which the restoration places it. Indeed so 
close is this resemblance that the Sardinian rocks are eommonly classi
fied as " Andalusian "facies. It should be emphaRised that this integration 
is achieved without any selective placing of the fragments. Merely 
straighten the oroclines where they fall, closing the triangular rift gaps 
of the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian Seas (eompare their morphology in 
Fig. 20 with the Bay of Biscay and the Arabian Sea), and the disrupted 
Alpine geosyncline goes together again into a comprehensible unity. 
1'his integration become8 thus an independent confirmation of the probable 
validity of the orocline induction. 

Relation of EU1'opean Oroclines to the Cn&tOJL'3 

The six "E;uropean oroclines differ from the Alaskan and Baluchistan 
oroelines in that they are developed on diotheses. Where an orogen 
remains in contact with the associated craton any orocline developed in 
it must be eonvex towards the craton, and it is aceompanied by a triangular 
rift gap radial from the orocline. However, where a diothesis has 
occurred and the orogen has been pulled free from the craton with a 
disjunctive basin between the orogen and the craton, oroclines may be 
either convex or coneave towards the craton, and they may not be accom
panied by rupture of the craton. Orotaths are, however, likely under 
these circumstances. Such free orogens are analogous to allochthonous 
folds of vertical sections. The European oroclines are of this type, and 
many more examples will be found, commonly with associated orotaths. 
These will be described in due eourse. 

11' eld1:ng of the R?:jJ 01'ocline 
Let us examine those places where the orocline interpretation implies 

the welding of masses formerly widely separated--the Riff zone to 
North Africa, and the Dinaric belt to the Alps and the south-eastern 
Carpathians. 

Consider first the Riff zone. gnough is known of the geology on 
either side of the Straits of Gibraltar to make it certain that the fold 
beU8 of the Spanish Sierra Nevada and Betic Cordillera continue across 
the Straits of Gibraltar and wheel round eastwards as the Riff Cordillera 
of Spanish Moroceo. This was recognised by Habernicht (1881) and 
adopted by Suess (1885), and, as Bailey (1953) points out, although 
various eontrary opinions have been put forward (e.g., Kober, Staub, 
r:t a1.) , "increasing knowledge has proved them unacceptable". The 
1 : 1,000,000 geological map of Spain (1951) 8ho\V8 clearly that the 
directions of the fold axe8 and two zones of the Alpine geosyncline 
(the Helvetic and geanticlinal horst zones) wheel continuously and 
smoothly round the loop, and Bailey (loc. cit) has reeently repeated 
that the intense horizontal displacements and nappes are similarly 
developed around the are. 
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The structural continuity of the Betic and RiiJ' Cordillera implies 
that the Riff, now part of North Africa, must have taken part in any 
rotation of Spain and that its welding to Africa could not he older than 
early Tertiary. Just where thp join is to he lookpd for IS not established 
on the information availablp. Howpver, it would bp at least as far 
inland as an arc through Larachp, A1cazarquivir and thpnce 
continuing to the Riff fold trends to emerge on the l\iediterranean 
on the side of Tres Forcas. this whole 
Riff arc, which is so related to the Betic are, is stuck 
on the Atlas orogen. It therefore been treated as of Spain 
and separated from Africa when the rotation of the Peninsula 
was reverspd. This leaves the Atlas as a simple normal fold belt 21) > 

of the DinrLTic Belt 

The line from the foothills of Lombardv near Milan to near thp 
junction of the Mura and Drava Rivers nOI>th-P3st of Zagrpb, which 
marks the weld of the Dinaric: belt to the Alps proper, is one of the 
most tightly compressed zonps of thrusting in the Alpine region. In 
addition, nappes which spring from this confused part of the Dinarie 
zone are described as having been thrust over thp eastern Alps, coneealing 
the Hplvetie and Penninp nappes of the Alps proper, exeept where 
thpy may be seen through thp Engadine and High TaueI'll windows. Like
wise, the implied weld between the southern Dinarides and thp Stara 
Planina Ranges of Bulgaria is marked a zone of strong overthrusting 
whieh runs from near Relgradp to near Salonika. TheRe facts are in 

with the reconstruetion though they might agree 
with other are reeorded merely as checks rather 

than as supporting evidence. 

The Hellenic orocline is a right-angled bend rather than a continuous 
and the fact that it is interrupted by the sea, Rome of it fairly deep, 

suggestR that thpre has been radial tensional stretehing as well as bend
ing> When this is straightpned and clm:led up, and eomhinpdwith the 

A !-I'd 

portion of Gondwanaland re~ultillg from r0versinl!' 
and Baiuehisiun Moclines. '-' 
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Baluchistan orocline movements, the Atlas, Dinarides, Taurus, Zagros, 
and Himalayas form a simple continuous belt to the Shan States--one 
hundred degrees of arc or 7000 miles (Fig. 22). This integration is 
another independent achievement of the orocline concept. 

Dobrudfa, cfind Caucu"sus 
The very extensive Neogene and Quaternary sedimentation of the 

northern parts of the Caspian and Black Seas obscures the relation of 
the Crimea and Caucasus to the Russian foreland. However, the gaps 
between the Dobrudja, Crimea, Caucasus, and the Aklal Tekke mountainfl 
across the Caspian, suggest that tbis is an orotath or stretched orogen 
which would be closed up by the straightening of the Carpathian and 
Transylvanian oroclines. This interpretation has been adopted provi
sionally in Fig. 21. This would imply that the Russian platform does 
not extend much further south than Odessa, Rostov, and the Magyshlak 
Peninsula, and that the alluvial plains further south conceal a former 
disjunctive sea as deep as the Black Sea, which formerly linked the 
Black and Caspian Seas north of the Caucasus, 

H:111'r:,0'1£'''"' Recon':trl(ct1:on 

that all the bends are oroclines 
there anomalies. In the 

the and both 
and the southern Dinarides. On the other hand it is of course 

that such resemblances are fortuitous and express similar 
facies rather than identity. the to be 
overthrust towards the north-east, which in sense to the 
Alpine and Betic thrusts with to the restored orogen. 

The solution to these anomalies may lie in the interpretation of the 
Apennines as the continuation of the Atlas and not of the Ligurian are, 
The continuity of the southern orogen would then be: Atlas, tensional 
gap, Sicily, Sicilian Orocline, Apennines, an attenuated orotath round 
the Po valley to the Dinarides. The northern orogen would be Alps, 
Ligurian orocline into the Tuscan Apennines, thence with several tensional 
gaps via Elba, Corsica, Sardinia, Balearides to the Betic and Rifl: zones. 
This picture is close to Stille's synthesis and is quite reconcilable to the 
orocline concept. However, in making the initial test of the oY'ocline 
induction the writer deliberately followed out what seemed to be the 
simplest interpretation of the morphology of the trends to diseover where 
the induction might lead. 

of the European Oroclines 
The single induction that the six great wheels in the trend lines 

of Europe are impressed strains produces tectonic coherence from tectonic 
chaos. The Alpine structures fall logically into a grander structure 
which involves the whole of Asia. The Alpine geosyncline makes palaeo
geographic sense for the first time. The great Tethys emerges from the 
straightened Alpine folds, as indeed it must, for nothing is more certain 
than that the reversal of Alpine movements should reproduce the Tethys. 
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ROLE OF THE OROCLINE CONCEPT IN GEOTECTONICS 

The present paper is but the beginning of a new approach to geotec
tonics. A few examples of oroclines have been discussed in some detail. 
Several more have been sketched more briefly. Altogether, twelve oroclines 
have been depicted in the diagrams. There are 25 such major bends of 
orogenic belts on the face of the globe, all with more than 30" of deviation. 
Not one of them yields contradictory results or improbable palaeogeography 
if it be assumed that the bend is in fact an orocline. In every case there 
is evidence supporting the orocline interpretation, and, as in the eases 
herein discussed, unexpected solutions to other problems appear. 

In spite of the universality of this there seems to be no 
a pn:oTi reason to assume that all orogenic belts were 
or only g·ently curved. Each orocline must itself on its o\vn 
internal evidence. 

At the outset of this diseussion it was pointed out (Fig. 1, &e.) that 
deformation in plan of large amount should he expected in all orogenic 
terrains. There is no logical reason orogenie movements should 
only (or even commonly) involve purely parallel movements, as has 
been implicitly 'assumed in current tectonic thinking. The orocline is 
one possible type of such deformation in But there 
such as stretching, 

all of these 
ment comparable with 
writer has followed this 
as convincing as 
jng that structures of 
do in fact exist, and that 
structures of the glohe. 

This work was carried out the University of Tasmania 
and partly in the Research School Sciences,Australian National 
University. The writer wishes to Professors Oliphant, 
J. Co Jaeger, Arthur and Dr. VV. R. Browne, for adviee and 
helpful criticism. Thanks are also due to the Australian National Unlver-

for the cost of the blocks. 
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